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#OxFOS23 – Save the date!

Oxford Festival of Open Scholarship 2023 – Save the date: 6th-17th March 2023

What in the world is going on with open access and open research?

Come along and hear from an array of exciting national and 
international speakers – and find out! 

Organised by the Bodleian Libraries, for Oxford staff and students, The 
Oxford Festival of Open Scholarship (OxFOS) covers a range of topical 
issues for a fortnight each year. This is an opportunity to explore and 
debate issues, and jointly look for solutions. We hope to interest and 
inspire you!

For updates join the mailing list by emailing - oxfos-subscribe@maillist.ox.ac.uk 
Website - https://openaccess.ox.ac.uk/oxfos-23



Aims
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COLLECTING 
REFERENCES

MANAGING 
REFERENCES

INSERT CITATIONS 
INTO DOCUMENTS



Setting up EndNote Online
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EndNote Online gives free access to references 
when away from personal computer.

Syncs with your desktop version of EndNote.

Register at: 
https://access.clarivate.com/login?app=endnote

Do not recommend using EndNote Online on its 
own.

https://access.clarivate.com/login?app=endnote


Adding references
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Options for adding references

1. Online search within EndNote

2. Export references from databases

3. EndNote Click

4. Drag and Drop PDFs into EndNote

5. Enter references manually

6. EndNote Capture Reference browser plugin
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Online Search (1)
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Click the database title you 
would like to search or click 
‘more…’ to select a database 
not listed.



Online Search (2)
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Enter your search terms in the 
search boxes at the top of the 
screen and click ‘Search’.



Online Search (3)
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You can increase the 
number of records on 
the page at the top of 
the results list.



Online Search (4)
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Double clicking a 
reference brings up a 
summary of the 
reference in a pane on 
the right



Online Search (5)

Highlight references you would like to add to 
your library and click the plus button. They 
will be added to the ‘recently added’ area.
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Exporting records from 
SOLO
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Exporting items from SOLO

1. Login to SOLO using your Single Sign On

2. Search SOLO and mark some results by 
clicking the  pin next to the item. They will 
save to ‘Favourites’

3. Access your Favourites for a list all of the 
records you have marked
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Exporting items from SOLO (1)

4. Select the items you want to export.

5. Click the “‘Push to’ actions” three-dot icon 
and you can either select RIS or EndNote.

1

2
3
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Exporting items from SOLO (2)

Choosing ‘RIS’ exports the record to the desktop 
version of EndNote so is good to use when on 
your machine which has EndNote installed.

RIS

Choosing ‘EndNote’ exports the record to 
EndNote Online, which is a good option when 
you are away from your computer.

EndNote
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Exporting items from SOLO (3)
6. Alternatively, to export a single record, click the three-dot 

export button.

7. Choose EndNote or RIS.
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Exporting items from SOLO (4)

8. If you opt for the 
RIS option, your 
browser will 
download the RIS 
file. Click on the file 
to open it.

9. The RIS file will 
automatically be 
imported into your 
EndNote library under 
‘Imported References’.
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Adding references from 
Google scholar
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Exporting items from Google Scholar (1)

1. From the Google 
Scholar search page, 
click the menu button 
then Settings

2. Scroll down to 
Bibliography manager 
settings

3. Select to “Show links to import 
citations into” – choose EndNote from 
the dropdown menu

4. Save preferences
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Exporting items from Google Scholar (2)

4. Search results should now offer the option to 
Import to EndNote.

5. An ENW file is created. It may open automatically 
otherwise open the file manually from your browser 
or files. The references will be imported into your 
desktop EndNote library under ‘Imported 
References’. 
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Exporting items from Google Scholar (3)

6. Alternatively you can select multiple records by 
clicking the star.

This saves the titles to ‘My library’, where you can 
export multiple references at once to EndNote.
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Exporting items from Google Scholar (4)

7. This saves the titles to ‘My library’, where you can 
export multiple references at once to EndNote.
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Have a go!

www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/reference-management-
workshop-handouts

• Online search

• SOLO

• Google Scholar

• Databases:

• Humanities

• Medical Sciences and MPLS (Mathematical, Physical and Life 
Sciences)

• Scoial Sciences

• English literature, modern languages and literature, linguistics

https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/reference-management-workshop-handouts


Importing records when there is 
no direct export option
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Adding references by 
drag & drop PDF
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Adding references by drag & drop (1)

You can drag 
and drop full text 
articles and 
other documents 
that you have 
saved to your 
computer into 
EndNote

Drag & drop
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Adding references by drag & drop (2)

When you drag and drop a document, 
EndNote will try to find matching 
bibliographic information and add it to 
your EndNote Library. Note:
• Does not work for all documents 

(most likely to work for PDFs of 
articles)

• Bibliographic data may include 
errors. Check your data and make 
changes as necessary.
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EndNote Click
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EndNote Click (1)

• Previously called Kopernio.

• Free browser plugin, which:
• speeds up the process of accessing full-text PDFs

• allows you to export those PDFs to EndNote and generates a 
reference in EndNote.

• Not compatible with every database/platform.

• Requires account with EndNote Click.

• Google Chrome, Firefox and Opera.

• 100MB of free storage.
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EndNote Click (2)

Adding plugin to your browser:

• Go to kopernio.com

• Depending on your browser, there will be a button that says 
Add to Firefox for free or Add to Chrome for free, etc.
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https://kopernio.com/


EndNote Click (3)

Navigate to a database and enter your search.
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EndNote Click (4)

In the results 
page, the 
EndNote Click 
browser plugin 
will highlight 
PDFs that you 
can directly link 
to in order to 
read. Click View 
PDF.
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EndNote Click (5)

The PDF will open in EndNote Click and automatically save it to 
your ‘Locker’.

To export the PDF to EndNote, click Export to EndNote.
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EndNote Click (6)

The PDF file will display in the ‘Imported References’ area of 
your EndNote Library.
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Adding reference 
manually
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Adding reference manually (1)

1. Click on the plus button in the toolbar:

2. Choose a 
material type 
from the drop 
down menu
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Adding reference manually (2)

3. Choose a material type from the drop 
down menu (e.g. journal article, book, 
thesis, web page etc.) 

Note - There are several different types of 
‘Book’

• “Book” = standard book by one or more 
authors

• “Book, Section” = Chapter

• “Edited Book” = edited collection of 
chapters/essays by multiple authors
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Adding reference manually (3)

5. Fill in the form. Try to fill in 
as many fields as you can! 

6. Use the keyboard shortcut to 
save the reference, or close the 
window, which will prompt you 
to save. 
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Capture EndNote 
Reference plug-in



Capture EndNote Reference

Captures metadata from website and 
generates reference, e.g. news website, blog.

Installation information and instructions on 
how to use in handout.
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Have a go!

www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/reference-
management-workshop-handouts

• Drag and drop PDFs

• Manually adding a reference

• EndNote Click

• Browser plugin
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https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/reference-management-workshop-handouts


Looking after your 
references

Adding notes and documents, editing, de-duplicating references, groups
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Attaching documents and adding notes

To add personal notes 
click in the Research 
Notes field.

To attach a document, click 
on attach file in the editing 
pane and navigate to your 
saved document or drag 
and drop the file.
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Editing references
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Some records will need editing, especially from 
SOLO

If you do not edit your records this may lead to 
errors in your bibliographies and citations



Finding duplicate references (1)

Click Library > Find Duplicates
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Finding duplicate references (2)

Decide which record to keep and click Keep This 
Record
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Creating groups (1)

1. Click Groups > Create Group
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Creating Groups (2)

2. Type the name for your 
group
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Moving references into groups (1)

Method 1:

Click Groups > Add References To.
Select the group you would like to move the references to.
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Moving references into groups (2)
Method 2:
Select references from your library, right click and select 
Add References To.
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Moving references into 
groups (3)

Method 3:

Simply drag and drop!
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Have a go!

www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/reference-management-
workshop-handouts

• Groups

• Adding documents and notes

• Editing references

• Duplicates
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https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/reference-management-workshop-handouts


Inserting references into 
Word
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Cite While You Write

• Plug-in: Cite While You Write.

• Available for Word (Windows and 
Mac).

• Automatically added to Word upon 
installation of EndNote.

• Appears in ribbon across top of Word.
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Adding a citation in Word (1)

•Choose EndNote 20 from the ribbon.

• Choose a citation style from the drop-down 
menu. Click Select Another Style to see more 
options.
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Adding a citation in Word (2)

•NB. If using a footnote style, you first need to click 
References > Insert footnote, then move over to 
the EndNote tab in the ribbon to insert the 
reference.
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Adding a citation in Word (3)

•Place your cursor where the citation is to be 
inserted and click Insert citation > Insert citation
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Adding a citation in Word (4)

This will open a 
dialogue box. Find 
the relevant 
citation(s) by 
submitting a 
search, clicking 
the relevant 
citation(s) and 
clicking Insert.
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Adding a citation in Word (5)

•Alternatively, you can browse your references in 
EndNote, return to Word and click Insert 
selected citation(s).
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Adding page numbers to a citation (1)

• Click the reference you would like to add page numbers 
to, so it is highlighted grey.

• Click Edit & manage citations.
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Adding page numbers to a citation (2)

•Add the page number(s) in the Pages box.
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Adding page numbers to a citation (3)

•For some citation styles, you may need to add the 
page numbers to the suffix field.
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Creating bibliographies in 
EndNote
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Bibliography (1)

• You may also like to create a reference list of everything 
you read in addition to a bibliography of cited items.

• In EndNote, select your citation style under Tools > 
Output Styles.
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Bibliography (2)

• Select the references you would like to copy in EndNote. 
Click References > Copy Formatted Reference. Open 
Word and paste the references into your document.
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Organising your bibliography (1)

•You may like to organise the bibliography 
differently, e.g., primary and secondary 
resources.

In Word, click 
Categorize 
References > 
Configure 
Categories
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Organising your bibliography (2)

A pop up box 
will appear. 
Drag and drop 
references into 
the ‘Primary’ 
and ‘Secondary’ 
headings 
already 
available.
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Organising your bibliography (3)

Your bibliography will now be organised by category.
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Saving a copy of your library

It is a good idea to save a 
copy of your library in case 
anything happens to your 
computer.

Click File > Save a 
Copy…
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Keeping EndNote up to date

It is important to keep EndNote up to date.
Fixes for problems are released.

Click Help > Check for Updates
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Help

• Use Help from the EndNote menu or F1

• Official EndNote tutorials 
http://clarivate.libguides.com/endnote_training/home

• Local help is available by emailing reference-
management@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
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http://clarivate.libguides.com/endnote_training/home
mailto:reference-management@bodleian.ox.ac.uk


Questions
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Have a go!

www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/reference-management-
workshop-handouts

• ‘Cite While You Write’ Word plugin

• In-text citations

• Footnotes

• Page numbers

• Creating a bibliography
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https://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops/reference-management-workshop-handouts
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